
NOSBS Uptake Out of hours project

Pilot project for an ‘out of hours’ option for breast screening appointments

One session was set up monthly alternating between early 7am-9am and a late 5pm-7pm. An additional line was added into the 
invitation letters informing women that out of hours appointments were available should they �nd their allocated appointment time a 
problem, women then had the option to telephone the o�ce and ask for an appointment in one of these additional sessions. 
These sessions were not used for the general bulk allocation of appointments or those who were over age and ‘self referred’.

Each woman who attended these sessions was asked a few questions by the radiographers. 
This allowed us to gain feedback on reasons for women attending and the value or not of the pilot project.
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We had hoped that by making the sessions accessible we would encourage more women who found it di�cult to attend to do so, 
statistically this would not appear to be the case, what we did do was make it easier for those who did have challenges to attend. 
It is impossible to say if these women would still have attended had these sessions not been available.
 
What was of interest was the level of attendance because women had control and could make an appointment to suit their needs, not 
those of the service, emphasising the need for the NHS to greater develop patient centred care and address barriers to health inequalities. 
The positive feedback from women was overwhelming. They felt that it was such a good initiative that empowered them to make a choice 
and attend at a time that suited them. The sta� involved found the comments of appreciation and level of attendance heartening.

Conclusions

For those who attended, this was a success. It met their needs and empowered them.

It was of value to those employed by the NHS and allowed sta� to attend out with their working hours and therefore had no impact 
on the service that they provided.

For the sta� involved it was rewarding, there was an excellent uptake of appointments and they were rewarded by appreciation from 
those who attended.

It was a challenge as not all sta� were supportive, for their own valid reasons. 

This type of development requires the support of imaging and administrative sta� and at times that may be a challenge.

Because this is an IT based system, there is no out of hours support and we had to make a contingency when the system went down 
during one session. To roll this out and develop it further may require central help desk support.

The ability of a woman to make her own appointment rather than being automatically issued with one, needs to be explored. It does 
give a signi�cantly improved level of attendance but does require sta� availability to answer calls and book into the system.

What next?

This pilot could not have happened without the support of the admin team: Alison Macdonald, Pauline Macdonald, Susan 
Mackenzie, Patricia Anderson and Muriel Mutch and encouragement from our clinical lead: Dr Heather Rose
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In an attempt to improve the uptake of breast screening especially amongst working women, those who have a care commitment or who 
�nd it di�cult to attend an appointment during ‘normal o�ce hours’, we ran a pilot project over 10 months o�ering early or late ‘out of hours’ 
sessions to those women who found accessing the service a barrier or a problem. This adresses 4 key areas of NHS 2020 vision.

Aim

Providing person centred care – giving patients a choice

Addressing barriers to health inequalities – a range of appointment times

Supporting the early detection of cancer – the aim of the breast screening programme

Supporting NHS sta� – giving greater access to service
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I am self employed if I take 
time away from my business I 

lose money I lose clients, I 
just would not come if I could 

not come at this time.

I need to bring my mother, she has no English 
and I must translate, my employer would not 

give me time o� to take my mother to an 
appointment, so she would miss out.

I had to re-schedule as the mobile 
unit was broken, this actually suits me 
better, I hope you are doing this when 

I come back in three years.

I am just �nishing night shift, being 
able to come at this time is great.
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Our dedicated sta� outside the Highland Breast Centre, Raigmore
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The above results have led us to continue the project into 2019, we also need to consider the options for the screening service to 
make this option more available to improve accessibility.

The pilot was well supported and proved to be popular amongst women – normal attendance for our service is 79%, for this pilot where 
women elected to make an appointment that suited them we had a 97% attendance. 

Of those 80% changed their appointments because of work commitments, making the service more suited for the client group that it serves, 
7% of those who did attend would not have done so had the out of hours option not been available.

My employer does not 
allow time o�

I wish the practice that I work in 
o�ered this initiative, it really 

helps the patient.

It is di�cult for me to 
attend as I am a full 

time carer.
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